
Atomic Hardz 

Crank 38 deep 

diver - purple 

shadow      

HC38D-PS

Depth: 1 - 2m. Buoyancy: Floating. Size: 38mm, Weight: 4.0g, Action: Wide Wobbling & 

Rolling. Atomic Bream Crank Double Deep features an all new profile designed to 

attract the wariest of fish holding around deep structure. An oversize bib which is 

super strong and able to handle the pressure of repetitive casting. Capable of almost 

two metres depth, the double deep still maintains a wide wobble and roll action.

Atomic Shad 40 

Deep Diver 

NO.005 Ghost 

Gill Brown 

HBS40D-GGB

Depth: 0.8-1m. Floatation: Suspending. Length:40mm. Weight: 2.7g. Action: tight 

wobble & roll. Deep swims similar to Bream Shad Mid, but is capable of diving half a 

meter further. Narrower silent profile to attract hard to temp fish or fish feeding on 

smaller profile baits. Crank it down to the desired working depth and retrieved with a 

slow steady wind or briefly pause to tempt wary feeders. Perfect in the estuary for 

bream.

Atomic Shad 40 

Deep Diver 

NO.015 Purple 

Shadow  HBS40D-

PS

Depth: 0.8-1m. Floatation: Suspending. Length:40mm. Weight: 2.7g. Action: tight 

wobble & roll. Deep swims similar to Bream Shad Mid, but is capable of diving half a 

meter further. Narrower silent profile to attract hard to temp fish or fish feeding on 

smaller profile baits. Crank it down to the desired working depth and retrieved with a 

slow steady wind or briefly pause to tempt wary feeders. Perfect in the estuary for 

bream.

Atomic Shiner 45 

Deep Diver 

NO.002 Matte 

Ayu

Suspending, 45mm, 3.3g, Tight Wobble, 0.6m-1.2m deep. It has a tight wobble and will 

compliment the other estuary lures already in the Atomic Hardz range. The smallest of 

the range at 45mm is perfect for bream and bass in estuaries.

Atomic Soft 

Plastic 2" Fat 

Grub - Brown 

Crawdad

Colours:  Brown Crawdad, Avocado, Motor Oil Gold, Old Penny

The Fat Grub is irresistible bait for many species. So successful is the two inch size that 

if you had to choose one soft plastic to go fishing with, this would be it. The over-sized 

curl tail provides enticing action even on the slowest of retrieves and works extremely 

well when jigged vertically. Regardless of rigging used, this bait is always best fished 

very slowly, and often gets the bite when all else fails.

Atomic soft 

plastic paddle 

tails

With its variable action paddle tail this bait can be fished at a variety of retrieve 

speeds. This imitation minnow bait is ideal for a wide range of species in both 

Freshwater and Saltwater and can be rigged in a multitude of ways. Particularly 

effective on bass, the paddle tail’s soft plastic construction results in action at any 

speed. These lures can be rigged in a variety of ways from standard, weighted jig heads 

to spinnerbaits

Austackle Sakana 

SD40F - Black 

Night

Length: 40mm, Weight: 5 grams, The classic shallow crankbait.  

Sporting the same stable action and fat tail shake as the deeper 

Sakanas, with a diving limit of 0.9m.  A great choice for weed flats, or 

along the top of structure like sunken racks, rubble and reef. UV 

colours and solid rattle make this lure hard to miss. 

Austackle Sakana 

SD40F - Green 

Goblin



Length: 40mm, Weight: 5 grams, The classic shallow crankbait.  

Sporting the same stable action and fat tail shake as the deeper 

Sakanas, with a diving limit of 0.9m.  A great choice for weed flats, or 

along the top of structure like sunken racks, rubble and reef. UV 

colours and solid rattle make this lure hard to miss. 

Matt's Lure Log with the lot 
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Austackle Vexa 

Vibr Cockle 

Green



Weight: 5gm, Instant vibration with minimal rod movement. Loud, low 

frequency sonic vibration triggers a reaction, even from inactive fish, 

UV paint features on every lure, Lumo eyes on selected lures

Berkley - 3B Fat 

Dog - Cerberus
Floating, Shallow diving, 38mm, 4g, depth: 0.5m, hook Size #14

Berkley 

powerbait 3" 

power minnow 

bloodworm 

Exclusive PowerBait scent and flavour, realistic natural colour, deadly 

dropshot minnow shape, great all round plastic

Boom Baits 

Spider Prawn 

40mm Peral 

Brown Soft 

Plastic 

10X super stretch material that is designed to create the perfect 

action. The Spider Prawn adds to the range with its unique shape of a 

prawn aided by soft legs that create a slow flutter action on the drop 

and are enhanced by an even softer tentacle that lashes and curls on 

the retrieve enticing the most elusive of species.

Cranka Crab – 

Cockle Crab

Designed specifically for bream but as anglers are quickly finding out it is deadly on a 

wide range of different estuarine species. This lure features realistic floating foam 

claws that float up above the crabs head in the water waving around just like a real 

"defensive" crab. Other features of this lure include realistic soft plastic legs, tungsten 

base plate which comes in 2 different weights one light (3.9 grams) and one heavy (5.9 

grams)  

Cranka Crab – 

Glow Black 3.9g

Designed specifically for bream but as anglers are quickly finding out it is deadly on a 

wide range of different estuarine species. This lure features realistic floating foam 

claws that float up above the crabs head in the water waving around just like a real 

"defensive" crab. Other features of this lure include realistic soft plastic legs, tungsten 

base plate which comes in 2 different weights one light (3.9 grams) and one heavy (5.9 

grams)  

Daiwa Presso 

Rollin Crank Jr 

Black Sniper

Depth: 1m. Length: 27mm. Weight: 2g, The Junior produces a high 

vibration and tight action crash diving down to a metre quickly. 

Designed and tuned for maximum casting performance, swimming 

deeper and easier than most lures of the same size.

Ecogear CX 35HS 

Colour: 373

Depth: 2m. Length: 35mm, Weight: 3.4g, Action: tight shimmy. A 

balanced design allows the angler to perform many different 

techniques with its enticing action and rattle combination. The body 

design gives the angler the ability to prolong the duration of the 

retrieve at the required depth.

Ecogear PX 45F  

392

Depth: floating, Length: 4.5cm, Weight:2.5g, Code:7652, Colour No: 

392
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Ecogear SX 40  

303

Depth: 1m. Buoyancy: suspending. Length: 40mm, Weight: 2.5g, 

Action: tight shimmy, Big brothers: SX 43F / SX 48F / SX 60F”

Ecogear SX 40  

306

Depth: 1m. Buoyancy: suspending. Length: 40mm, Weight: 2.5g, 

Action: tight shimmy, Big brothers: SX 43F / SX 48F / SX 60F”

Ecogear SX 40  

348

Depth: 1m. Buoyancy: suspending. Length: 40mm, Weight: 2.5g, 

Action: tight shimmy, Big brothers: SX 43F / SX 48F / SX 60F”

Ecogear VX40 

435 blade

Target Species: Bream, Lure Type: sinking vibration bait, Body Shape: 

bait fish shape blade lure, Weight: 3.5g /5g, Length: 35mm / 40mm, 

Colour: 435, Depth Range: any depth range, Action: vibrating blade 

style lure

Ecogear VX40 

439 blade

Target Species: Bream, Lure Type: sinking vibration bait, Body Shape: 

bait fish shape blade lure, Weight: 5g, Length: 35mm / 40mm, Colour: 

445, Depth Range: any depth range, Action: vibrating blade style lure

Ecogear VX40 

445 blade

Target Species: Bream, Lure Type: sinking vibration bait, Body Shape: 

bait fish shape blade lure, Weight: 5g, Length: 35mm / 40mm, Colour: 

445, Depth Range: any depth range, Action: vibrating blade style lure

Ecogear ZX30  

shrimp blade  

416

Length: 30mm, Weight: 3.5g, Action: Sinking/Vibration. The totally NEW 

Ecogear ZX range of ‘shrimp blades’ has been designed by world renowned 

lure designer Takayoshi Orimoto with influence from the Australian Ecogear 

Pro Staff Team. Their design combination allows the angler the upmost 

strength, control, action, appeal and hook set ability when targeting a vast 

array of structures and depth ranges.

Ecogear ZX30 

shrimp blade    

414

Length: 30mm, Weight: 3.5g, Action: Sinking/Vibration. The totally NEW 

Ecogear ZX range of ‘shrimp blades’ has been designed by world renowned 

lure designer Takayoshi Orimoto with influence from the Australian Ecogear 

Pro Staff Team. Their design combination allows the angler the upmost 

strength, control, action, appeal and hook set ability when targeting a vast 

array of structures and depth ranges.

Fish Arrow Flash-

J Huddle 2” 

Huddle Tail 

Green Pumpkin / 

Silver colour 

The Flash J Huddle utilises a tail design that is often used on hardbody 

swimbaits. This design allows it to easily move with minimum effort or 

current. The Flash J Huddle also utilises an aluminium foil insert to replicate 

the flashes of minnow and excite predatory species. This insert also duplicates 

the “bowing” of a bait fish’s backbone to give off a more lifelike darting 

action.  
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Gladiator Bingo 

Mini Crank deep 

30mm #13 

  Depth: 2m, Floating, Length: 30mm, Weight: 2.9g 

Gulp Jigging 

Shrimp 80mm 

Moebi 

Shrimp Profile with curl tail action delivering a dynamic flutter on the 

drop. The 3 inch is deadly on all things estuary such as flathead and 

bream

Jackall Chubby 

38F Brown Suji 

Shrimp

Chubby’s have a tight, wide action that screams for attention. 

Whether you want to slow roll them over weed beds or stab and dart 

them among structure, Chubby’s will convert lookers into scorers.

Jackall chubby 

vibe 40 - HL 

Silver & Black

Depth: sinking. Buoyancy: sinking. Length: 40mm, weight: 4.8g. At a 

size that appeals to a wide range of estuary and freshwater species, 

Chubby’s have a tight, wide action that screams for attention. 

Whether you want to slow roll them over weed beds or stab and dart 

them among structure, Chubby’s will convert lookers into scorers.

Jackall Lipless 

Crank Bait Lure 

Ghost Black Red 

Belly 50mm

Depth: sinking. Length: 50mm. Weight: 10g. Weighted and ballanced 

to swim at the slowest speeds for those really tough days when the 

fish are shut down.They cast super long distances with ease so you 

can spend more time in the water where the fish are. Suitable for 

Bream, Flathead, bass, and a host of other species.

Kokoda Sprog 

Shallow Runner 

OG-T

Depth 1m. Length: 45mm, Weight: 5g. Action: tight shimmy, 3d epoxy 

eye, holographic colours, similar to Ecogear’s SX40F, Great for bass, 

bream, perch, trout

Lucky Craft 

Pointer 48 DD SP 

Fantasy Moss

Depth 6-7 ft.The Pointer’s large body produces a unique action when 

it is strongly jerked. Unlike the Staysee, which is subtler and hides its 

presence, this lure appeals strongly to them and throws them into a 

state of confusion and is the number one power bait in the Lucky Craft 

family.

Lucky Craft 

Pointer lure 

48DD-SP          

Ghost Brown

Depth 6-7 ft.The Pointer’s large body produces a unique action when 

it is strongly jerked. Unlike the Staysee, which is subtler and hides its 

presence, this lure appeals strongly to them and throws them into a 

state of confusion and is the number one power bait in the Lucky Craft 

family.

Lucky Craft 

sammy lure 

55mm 323 

impact shrimp

Depth: surface. Buoyancy: floating. Size: 55mm, Weight: 4g, Action: surface, 

'walk the dog'. The rounded body shape produces a smooth 'walk the dog' 

action with the water-spitting action of a popper and controls the dive when 

landing so spooky fish are not frightened off.  A tail down posture when 

paused helps increase hook ups and gives the lure alot of action within a short 

distance. 
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Mister twister 

curly tail 2" 

motor oil

Mister twister curly tail 2" motor oil soft plasic. Small SP for finiky 

bream

Prolure D36 

Crank - Ghost 

Shrimp

Depth 1.6 - 2.0m, Weight 4.1g, Length 36mm, buoyancy: floating, 

Hook size: #14, The 36 Crank is brilliant around natural and artificial 

estuarine structures

Prolure D36 

Crank - Matt 

Black

Depth 1.6 - 2.0m, Weight 4.1g, Length 36mm, buoyancy: floating, 

Hook size: #14, The 36 Crank is brilliant around natural and artificial 

estuarine structures

Prolure D36 

Crank - Tiger 

Shrimp 

Depth 1.6 - 2.0m, Weight 4.1g, Length 36mm, buoyancy: floating, 

Hook size: #14, The 36 Crank is brilliant around natural and artificial 

estuarine structures

Prolure Fishtail 

130mm 

Mangrove Gold

Ideal for targeting Mulloway, Kingfish, Large Flathead

Prolure grubtail 

60mm Motoroil

Realistic soft plastic, length 60mm, colour motoroil, lift and settle, a 

light spin rig, braid, with 4 to 8lb clear leader.

Prolure Live 

Yabbie 60mm 

Bloodworm

Realistic, yabbie profile soft plastic, length 60mm, colour bloodworm, 

lift and settle, mimicking the true movements of a real yabbie, a light 

spin rig, braid, with 4 to 8lb clear leader.

Prolure Paddle 

Grub 65mm 

Mange

Realistic soft plastic, length 60mm, colour motoroil, lift and settle, a 

light spin rig, braid, with 4 to 8lb clear leader.

Prolure S36 

Crank - Matt 

Black

Depth 0.4 - 1.2m, Weight 3.8g, Length 36mm, buoyancy: floating, 

Hook size: #14, The 36 Crank is brilliant around natural and artificial 

estuarine structures
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Prolure S36 

Crank - Phantom

Depth 1.6 - 2.0m, Weight 4.1g, Length 36mm, buoyancy: floating, 

Hook size: #14, The 36 Crank is brilliant around natural and artificial 

estuarine structures

Prolure S36 

Crank - Tiger 

Shrimp

Depth 0.4 - 1.2m, Weight 3.8g, Length 36mm, buoyancy: floating, 

Hook size: #14, The 36 Crank is brilliant around natural and artificial 

estuarine structures

Prolure S36 

Crank - Violet 

Shrimp

Depth 0.4 - 1.2m, Weight 3.8g, Length 36mm, buoyancy: floating, 

Hook size: #14, The 36 Crank is brilliant around natural and artificial 

estuarine structures

Prolure SF62 

Pencil - Tiger 

Shrimp

Depth 0.4 - 1.2m, Weight 3.8g, Length 36mm, buoyancy: floating, 

Hook size: #14, The 36 Crank is brilliant around natural and artificial 

estuarine structures

Rebel - Teeny 

Pop-R P5054

Length: 2", Weight: 1/8 oz, Hooks: two #8 trebles The Teeny Pop-R 

produces the right amount of spit, pop and chug to attract strong 

strikes from even the most lethargic fish. 

River2Sea bubble 

pop 35 - 

HC09_lge

A popular popper, with great castablity and water spraying gill rackers. 

Target species: Bream, Bass, Trout, Whiting. Fitted with Owner hooks. 

Mimics a wounded bait fish. Fish attractant rattle. Premium finish & 

treble hooks. 

River2sea bubble 

pop 45 S05

A popular popper, with great castablity and water spraying gill rackers. 

Target species: Bream, Bass, Trout, Whiting. Fitted with Owner hooks. 

Mimics a wounded bait fish. Fish attractant rattle. Premium finish & 

treble hooks. 

Samaki 

Vibelicious 

Thumpertail - 

Clear UV Mullet

Thumpertail, Sinking, Length: 70mm, Weight: 11g. Action is aggressive 

yet slow, enabling it to mimic a baitfish perfectly but in a slower 

motion all whilst holding its position in the strike zone for a longer 

period

Samaki 

Vibelicious 

Thumpertail - 

Whitebait

Thumpertail, Sinking, Length: 125mm, Weight: 30.5g. Action is 

aggressive yet slow, enabling it to mimic a baitfish perfectly but in a 

slower motion all whilst holding its position in the strike zone for a 

longer period
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Savage 3D prey 

hard body lure - 

colour - Ayu

Depth: 2-5ft. Buoyancy: suspending. Size: 50mm, Weight: xg, Action: 

savage 3D prey hard body lures, Steel ball long cast system, ABS body 

construction, BLN tournament trebles, Forged stainless steel split 

rings, 

Savage Gear 

blade 

PLU:345038 

Stainless steel blade, Lead alloy body, BLN tournament double hooks, 

Stainless steel snap

Savage Gear 

blade 

PLU:345045

Stainless steel blade, Lead alloy body, BLN tournament double hooks, 

Stainless steel snap

Savage Gear TPE 

Crab

3D scan technology provides realistic detail, Durable TPE construction, 

Use with specially designed standup jighead (included)

Slider 1 1/2" 

Crappie Grub 

Devils Delight

Soft grub body with a vibra-tail. The tail moves while the grub is swimming. The grub 

can be used on all the sizes of the Crappie Slider Heads. Also it can be used with other 

jig heads.   This grub has been proven to catch fish while casting, trolling, or vertical 

jigging.  This is an original design by Charlie Brewer from the mid 1970s and has proven 

to be a very good lure for Crappie and PanFish.  A lot of Bass have been caught on this 

lure too. There are 18 grubs per pack.

Slider 1"  Crappie 

Grub Green 

Pumpkin

Soft grub body with a vibra-tail. The tail moves while the grub is swimming. The grub 

can be used on all the sizes of the Crappie Slider Heads. Also it can be used with other 

jig heads.   This grub has been proven to catch fish while casting, trolling, or vertical 

jigging.  This is an original design by Charlie Brewer from the mid 1970s and has proven 

to be a very good lure for Crappie and PanFish.  A lot of Bass have been caught on this 

lure too. There are 18 grubs per pack.

Squidgy Wriggler 

Bloodworm

Size: 65mm – 100mm Curled tail for an irresistible fast vibration. 

Available in a great range of highly productive colours exclusive to the 

Pro Range. Suitable for both fresh and saltwater species. Belly flaps to 

create both an irresistible sonic wave and also give the impression of 

legs. Includes Squidgies famous S Factor Scent

StarloPro    

Crusty Baby 

30mm - DW012

 Depth: shallow running. Buoyancy: floating. Size: 30mm, Action: Crusty Baby range 

consists of tiny, ultra-finesse diving plugs. These shallow running divers imitate 

crustaceans like crabs, shrimps and prawns, as well as small baitfish, and were 

especially designed to appeal to extra finicky bream in salt and brackish water. Will 

also catch whiting, flathead, redfin perch, trout, bass, sooty grunter, jungle perch.

StarloPro   Crusty 

Baby 30mm - 

BE004

 Depth: shallow running. Buoyancy: floating. Size: 30mm, Action: Crusty Baby range 

consists of tiny, ultra-finesse diving plugs. These shallow running divers imitate 

crustaceans like crabs, shrimps and prawns, as well as small baitfish, and were 

especially designed to appeal to extra finicky bream in salt and brackish water. Will 

also catch whiting, flathead, redfin perch, trout, bass, sooty grunter, jungle perch.
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Strike Pro Astro 

Vibe 45/146

Length 4.5cm, Weight 9.6g, Sinking, A metal blade and a rattling vibe 

lure.  The Astro Vibe incorporates a Polycarbonate Belly with small in-

built rattles. It also allows for a transparent finish to be achieved in a 

metal blade and the belly section is UV for added attraction.

Strike Pro Pygmy 

II          Red eye

Depth: 5ft. Buoyancy: suspending. Size: 40mm, Weight: 3g, Action:  

slow swaying. Strike Pro Pigmy fishing lures are a rounded Gudgeon 

style minnow profile fishing lure. Also known as Strike Pro Pigmy II. 

Discontinued colour. 

Strike Pro Pygmy 

II     130VS

Depth: 5ft. Buoyancy: suspending. Size: 40mm, Weight: 3g, Action:  

slow swaying. Strike Pro Pigmy fishing lures are a rounded Gudgeon 

style minnow profile fishing lure. Also known as Strike Pro Pigmy II

Strike Pro Pygmy 

II   JU001G

Depth: 5ft. Buoyancy: suspending. Size: 40mm, Weight: 3g, Action:  

slow swaying. Strike Pro Pigmy fishing lures are a rounded Gudgeon 

style minnow profile fishing lure. Also known as Strike Pro Pigmy II

Strike Pro Pygmy 

II 346G

Depth: 5ft. Buoyancy: suspending. Size: 40mm, Weight: 3g, Action:  

slow swaying. Strike Pro Pigmy fishing lures are a rounded Gudgeon 

style minnow profile fishing lure. Also known as Strike Pro Pigmy II

Strike pro shrimp 

50 911GA

Depth: 2ft. Buoyancy: float / suspending. Size: 50mm, Weight: 3.2g, 

Action: A realistic Shrimp/Prawn imitation can be twitched on the 

surface or continuously wound will dive just under and suspend when 

paused. Fish love it! With a life like appearance that no fish can resist.  

TT switchblade 

1/2 2367 green 

back

Can be slowly retrieved over shallows or jigged through deep water or 

bounced around structure in a similar fashion to soft plastic fishing. The TT’s 

Switchblade fishing lure has been a tournament winner and a major player on 

the Bream and Bass scenes. Almost anything in the estuary will bite down on 

the TT’s Switchblade fishing lure even Big Mulloway!

TT switchblade 

2324 red 

nightmare

Can be slowly retrieved over shallows or jigged through deep water or 

bounced around structure in a similar fashion to soft plastic fishing. The TT’s 

Switchblade fishing lure has been a tournament winner and a major player on 

the Bream and Bass scenes. Almost anything in the estuary will bite down on 

the TT’s Switchblade fishing lure even Big Mulloway!

Z-man GrubZ 9" - 

Motor Oil 

Super thin tail produces an incredible action, even when presented on 

ultra-light jigheads. Ideal for targeting Mulloway, Barramundi, 

Snapper, Kingfish
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Z-man GrubZ 9" - 

Shimmer Pearl

Super thin tail produces an incredible action, even when presented on 

ultra-light jigheads. Ideal for targeting Mulloway, Barramundi, 

Snapper, Kingfish

Z-man GrubZ soft 

plastic 2" 

bloodworm

Built from ElaZtech material, Zman plastics are 10x stronger than 

standard soft baits. Whether you're fishing freshwater, estuary, 

inshore or offshore, a Zman soft plastic rigged with a TT jighead is a 

deadly combination.

Z-man GrubZ soft 

plastic 2.5" 

Greasy Prawn

Built from ElaZtech material, Zman plastics are 10x stronger than 

standard soft baits. Whether you're fishing freshwater, estuary, 

inshore or offshore, a Zman soft plastic rigged with a TT jighead is a 

deadly combination.

Z-man GrubZ soft 

plastic 2.5" 

Motor Oil

Built from ElaZtech material, Zman plastics are 10x stronger than 

standard soft baits. Whether you're fishing freshwater, estuary, 

inshore or offshore, a Zman soft plastic rigged with a TT jighead is a 

deadly combination.

Z-man SwimmerZ 

4" Pearl

Vibrant and lifelike laminate color schemes, natural scale pattern, and 

molded in eyes grab the attention of gamefish

Split belly for easy rigging and hooksets

Z-man SwimmerZ 

6" Open Night

Vibrant and lifelike laminate color schemes, natural scale pattern, and 

molded in eyes grab the attention of gamefish
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